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Abstract

TheRHIC Beam Loss Monitor (BLM) System is designed
to prevent beam loss quenching of the superconducting
magnets, and acquire loss data. Four hundred ion
chambers are located around the rings to detect losses.
The required 8-d~ade range in signal current is
compressed using an RC pre- integrator ahead of a low
current amplifier. A beam abort may be triggered if fast
or slow losses exceed programmable threshold levels. A
micro-controller based VME module sets references and
gains and reads trip status for up to 64 channels. Results
obtained with the detectors in the RHIC Sextant Test and
the prototype electronics in the AGS-to-RHIC (AtR)
transfer line are presented along with the present status of

‘the system.

1 THE DETECTORS AND ELECTRONICS

It has been estimated that the RHIC superconducting
magnets will quench for a fast (single turn) loss >2 mJ/g
or a slow (100 msec) loss >8 mW/g. These correspond to
a signal current range from 5.5 mA for fast loss at
injection, and 17.6 nA for a slow loss at full energy.
Allowing for studies, a dynamic range of 8 decades in
detector current is required. The processed BLM signal is
digitized at 720 Hz and continually compared to
programmable fast and slow loss abort levels. An abort
halts data acquisition providing a 10 second loss history.
BLM parameters may be adjusted to set gains, fast and
slow loss thresholds and abort mask bits on specific RHIC
Event Codes.

The RHIC Ring BLM system uses 400 FNAL Tevatron
type ion chambers [1] modified by using an isolated BNC
to break the ground loop formed by the signal and HV
cable shields. Rexolite rather than PTFE is used for the
insulators in the BNC and SHV connectors to improve tie
radiation hardness. The ion chamber[2] consists of a 113
cc glass bulb filled with argon to about 725 milli-Torr.
Each chamber is calibrated using a cesium-137 source.
The mean sensitivity in the middle of the plateau (1450
Volts) is 19.6 pA/rad/h, with 95’%within A1.5 pA/radfhr

of the mean. The high voltage is normally set to 1450 V
with a 3000 V upper limit. Half of the ion chambers (198)
are mounted on the quadruple cryostats between the
Rinm usim? stainless steel “bellv bands”. N1netv-six
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dqgpg;BLMs are placed at insertion region qua

regions, 68 detectors are mounted on the e
sensitive loss points. In addition, 38 BLMs are avfilal!!le
as re-locatable monitors.

Belden 9054, a low noise, non-tribo-electric RG-59
equivalent cable was used for signal transmission. The HV
bias voltage is carried on red RG-59 cable which is
daisy-chained from detector to detector. Two HV cables
are used in each sector, picking up alternate BLMs to
provide some red&dancy&the event of a high voltage
short. An RC network built into each ion chamber
housing provides decoupling in the case of a shot% noise
filtering, and storage capability to handle Ixge fast losses.

The analog elec~onics are packaged in VME modules,
each of which interfaces to 8 BLMs. Up to 8 analog
boards are managed by a micro-controller module which
is independent of the crate front-end computer (FEC) once
the event-driven write list values have been set through
high level code. Thh insulates the real-time operations
from the control system I/0, allowing the BLM system to
operate during an FEC link failure. Commercial digital
I/O and DAC modules control the HV power supplies.
The electronics are located in service buildings at
2,4,5,7,8,10 and 12 O’CIOCIGallowing access during beam
storage. Standard VME crates were modified for the
special needs of the BLM electronics. Tests indicated that
the standard *12 Volt switcher power supplies were too
noisy for the high sensitivity analog circuitry. On-board
DC-DC converters were not used due to limited real estate
and the possibility of oscillator noise. It was decided to
incorporate a separate linear +15 Volts supply into the
crate to power the analog modules. A piggy-back board
across the last nine Y2 connectors provides a dedicated
bus behveen the micro-controller module and the 8 analog
modules.

1.1 l%e Analog ik?odule

Figure 1 shows a simplified schematic of one channel of
the Analog Module. The input RC filter matches the
magnet thermal time constant and integrates any fast loss,
greatly reducing the dynamic range required, while
providing a sufficient signal to protect against a fast loss
quench. Back-biased matched low leakage diodes
(DPAD-5) protect the amplifier input from high voltage
spikes. The 0PA627AU low current amplifier is rolled
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Figure1: Measured transverse rms beam size versus time
in an.AGS acceleration cycle (top) and corresponding turn-
by-turn beam position monitor data in the AGS cycle (bot-
tom). ‘IEe beam proliles are displayed in an mountain-
range fashion.

manipuladon. The”toppart of Fig. 1 is a typical example of
the beamproliIemeasurement and rhe corresponding beam
coherent oscillation measured by a turn-by-turn beam po-
sition monitor. It ckarly shows the beam emittance before
and after the excitation remained constant. The beam pro-
file was measured with the AGS IPM (Ionization Refile
Measurement) system. ‘l’heseemed bigger emittance dur-
ing the excitation is because every IPM measurement takes
3 ma which is about-900 revolutions around the accelera-
tor, and is the combination of the coherent motion and the
actual ban size, i.e.

r .&h
U*==O() l+—

2ulJ ‘
(8)

where a~ea and U. are the measured beam size and actual
beam size.

For an accelerator with non-linear magnetic fields, the
RF dipole driven oscillation becomes more complicated
and the simple relation of Eq. (7) is no longer valid. The
most common non-linearity in an accelerator is &tuning
effect mi.$mgfrom the octupolemagnetic fields and the sec-
ond onk effect of sextupolei In the presence of those
higher order multiple magnetic fields, the beam betarron
oscillation tone is no longer independent of the size of the
berm-on oscillation. Assuming the coupling effect between
the two transverse planes is negligibl% the detuning effect
then adds an additional term to the Hamiltonian in Eq. (9).

where a==is the&tuning&efficient. Fig. 2 shows tie cor-
responding Poincare when the RF dipole modulation tune
is above a certain bifumation tune.
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Figure 2 The Poincarexsnrt%ceof section in tie resonant
frame which rotates with the RF dipole modulation fre-
quency. WI and w are the two stable fixed points. w
is the unstable fixedpoint.

2 APPLICATIONS OF BEAM “
MANIPULATION WITH AN RF

DIPOLE

2.1 Overcoming inm”nsicspin resonance

Intrinsic @n raonance is one of the cminmon spin depo-
larization mechanisms in chcular accekrators. It is driven
by the quadruple focusing magnetic fields due to the ver-
tical betatron oscillation. For a perfect synchrotronswith
only the vertical magnel.icguiding fielck the spin vector
prea.sses about the veaticalaxis G7 times per revolution,
where G = (g - 2)/2= 1.7928474 is the proton anoma-
lous magnetic g-factor, and 7 is the relativistic Lorentz fac-
tor. G+ is called the spin tune. Under the influence of the
quadruple focusing fields the spin motion is perturbed.
The perturbation is normallysmall. However, when the fre-
quency at which the spin veaoris pertmkdcoincides with
the spin precession frequency, the spin vector is kicked
away from the verticaI direction constructively and a spin
resonance occurs. lh~ the intrinsic spin resonance con-
dition is G7 = kP + v=, where k is an integer,”P is the
superperiods and v=is the vertical betatron tune [3, 4]. The
other common spin depolarizmionmechanism is imperfec-
tion spin resonance which locates at G-y= kP [3, 4].

The polarization aftez a beam crossing an isolated spin
resonance is given by the Frossiart-Stora formu1~51

Pf = (2e-xi’K12/2” -1) Pi (lo)

where Pi is the beam pokization before crossing the spin
resonance. eK is the resonance strengti ~ is resonance
crossing rate given by

and Ois the orbiting angle m the synchrotrons.
For an intrinsic spin resonance tie strength is propor-

tional to (he betatron oscillation amplitude. Normally in a
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beam, particles close to the core of the beam oscillate less
than particles around the edge. Thus, rhe linal polariza-
tion is an ensemble avemgeof the Fksiart-Stora formula
over the betatron amplitude of tie beam particles. Using
the Gaussian beam distributionmodel, the final polariza-
tion becomes

Pf = ( ),1 –4Grns12/~pi,
1 + rlcm12/a

(12)

where cm is the spin resonancestrength for a particle with
an rms emittance. For a given intrinsic spin resonance, no
polarization ~, be lost if the resonance is crossed very

fasg i.e. * <1. Althoughthe fast-crossingreso-
nance can be achievedby jumping the betatron tune with
fast quadrnpoks [6], itis anon-adiabatic manipulation and
can cause beam emittance growth. On the other hand the
beam polarization can be preserved by crossing tie reso-
nance slowly so that the spin vector can be adiabatically
flipped (Pf = -Pi). However,for strong spin resonance,
this method is limited

A&natively, a Ml spin flip can also be obtained under
the normal accekration rate by enhancing the resonance
strength. For intrinsic spin resonan~ the effective res-
onance strength in Eq. (12) can be greatly strengthened
in the presence of a large amplitude coherent osculation
which can be adiabaticallyexcited by an RF dipole. Since
the betatroncoordinatecan beexpressdasthelinearmm-
bination of the verticalMatron motion and @e coherent
betatron motion [?], the particles experience not only the
intrinsic spin rmonan% but also a coherent spin resonance
at the driving frequency. ‘ihe resuking polarization, in the
limiting case that the drivingfrequency coincides with the
free oscillation frequency,is given by [2]

(g} = 21 + 7rlcm12/a
(13)

andm the case thatthetworesonances are well Separata
by

(g) = 1 – 7r16m12/a

1 + 7rlem12/a
(14)

Here #= is the maximum vertical betatron fimction in the
accelerator, and a= is therms beam size. Any case m be-
tween can produce rich interferencepatterns and the beam
polarization is dekrmined by both the relative sqengths
and phase of the two resonances[10].

Experimental results
lliimethodhas beensuccessftdly tested in theAGS po-

. kuized proton acceleration experiments [9] for attaining a

full spin flip at intrinsic spin resonances. AcmMation of
polarized protons in the AGS up to 25 GeV/c encounters 7
intrinsic Sprnresonances at O+ v=,12 + V:t24- v=,36-
v=,24+ V=,48 - v= and 36 + v=. Among thenL Oi- v:,
12+ v= and 36 + v. are strong ones. The beam polariza-
tion losses at the other three spin resonances are negligible
under the AGS normal accekration speed. The imperfec-
tion spin resonances during the polarized proton accelera-
tion were corrected by (he AGS 5% partial snake [7, 8].

Figure 3 shows the measured polarization *three intrin-
sic rtxonances vs the coherent oscillation amplitude which
is proportional to the RF dipcde strength. TIMdata at spin
resonance 12+v= (in themiddleplot) demomtrates that the
spin was fully Ilipped at large coherent oscilMions when
tiemeasuredpolarization sammted. lle sameresdt is also
indicated from the data at O+ v= (in the bottam pIot) and
36 -v= (in the top plot) with the smallest resOnanceprox-
im@ parameter& The systematic error of the beam po-
larization was estimated to be 10%, and the statistical error
was about +3%. lle lines shown on the figmecormspond
to results obtained from numerical spin shmdaions of two
sprn resonances model.

Since the spinresonauceat.12 i- v=wasreIalivelywedG
themeasuredpolaxization dependedsmoothlyon the dipole
field strength shown in the middle piot of Fig 3. On the
other hand since rhe intrinsic spin resonances at O+ v=
and 36 —v= were strong enough to partiaiIy @ the spin,
rhey strongly interfered with the coherent spin resonance
induced by the RF dipcde. A significant intertkrence pat-
tern is shown in the top and the bottom phxs of Fig. 3,
where the degree of spin flip also depends on the rdative
phase. In agreement with the numerical simulation, the up-
per and lower plots of Fig. 3 show complicatedrnterkence
patterns when the tune separation is Iarge. Newxth~ a
full spin flip can eventually be obtained when the strength
of the RF-induced spin resonance becomes strong.

2.2 Measure betatron amplitude-n

Both the betalron amplitude function and phase advance
are very important parameters for accelerators [?, ?, ?].
The coherent oscillation adir@aticaUyexcited by an RF
dijole can be maintained for thousands of revolutions
around the accelerator is very useful for measnringthese
two parametersm the machine. Especially, since this is
anon-destructive meth@ it can aIso be used as a routine
diagnostic tool for machine operation.

Assuming there are two beam position monitars (BPMs)
which can measure the turn-by-turn bemtron osdaticm in
the accelerator as shown Fig. 4, the coordinates at BPM2
are related wirh the coordinates at BPM1 through the trans-
fer matrix between the two BPMs.

Tkreforej z; can then be expressed by the positions at
the two BPMs, ie.
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Figure 3 lhemeasuredproton pohuization vs the coherent
betatron oscilladon amplitude (in mm) for different tune
separationsat spin depolarizing resonances O+ v= (bono-m
plot), 12+v. (middleplot), and36-~: (W~plot) _-
tively. ‘i’heerror baxsshow only the statistical errors. The
resonanee strimgtb of the coherent spin resonance due to
the RF dipde is promotional to the coherent betatron “m-
plitude. ‘Ihe lines are rhe results of multiparticle spin sim-
ulations based on the two nearby spin resonances model.

RF dipole

Figure4 theschematicdrawing of using an RF dipole and
two BPMs to measurethe I@ar optics.

where 19iand cri, i=l,% are the twiss parameters at BPM1
and BPMZ respmively. ~zl is rhe phase advamx!be$ween
the two BPMs. Siice

Z1 and zz satisfy the elliptical equation

/

fll QZ;+( —— - cot@Qlxl)2 = 2J91J.
/32s~#21

(17)

J_ “1
Hencq the ratio of the bemon functions ~. tie ph~e
advance between the two BPMs &l and l?l~ can be ob-
tained by fitting the turn-by-turn data remrdd z the two
BPMs.

In tie same sptig this merhodcan aIsobeappEodforthe
non-linearbearn dynamics diagnosis and studiesia acceler-
ators [11]. Beside manipulating beam motiom aaRF dipole
can also be used as a spin flipper to change the spin vector
by 180° degrees[12]. For this appl@tiom the RF dipole
introduces an anilicial spin resonance at its mdtating fle-
quency. By slowly rampingi~ frequency thmngh the.@
precession frequency, a W spin ilip can be olxabed (See
Eq. (lo)).

Urdiie the strength of the spin resonance duemthe large
amplitude coherent oscillation by opemting an RF dipole
close to the verdcal betatron tune which is proprmional to
the amplitude of the oscillation (see Eq. (3X+’)1 tie ~-
onance strength of a spin fiippez is independem~ the lat-
tice parameters and fully detedned by the magr@xicfieId
strength of the spin flipper. Based on the ~-BMT
equation, the resonanee strength is given by

1 + G7 ABAL
●R = ‘—

4r Bp ‘
(18)

where ABAL is the integrated field strengthof the spin
flipper. To achieve more than 99% spin ilip, ti spin reso-
nancestrength6Kof thespin fippashouldbegreater than
L84&.

3 CONCLUSION

It was demonstrated that a sustained coherent meillation
with large amplitude can be adiabatically excimlby an RF
dipole while the beam emittance is pmemed. TMsmethod
has been sucmsfnlly applied m the AGS polmizd proton
acceleration to overcome strong intrinsic spin depolarizing
resonances. As a nondestmctive metlm% it - also find
Otk i@.idiOllS in beam diagnostics and dynanics stud-
ies, spin manipulations and etc.
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